
I was waiting.... aAgain.   I couldn'’t say I liked waiting, though if I had to, I suppose 

Bremerhaven was a nice enough place to do it.   The food was good, the people genial, and the 

landscape stunning.   A few decades prior, the town looked like no more than an average German 

coastal town.   But now, even in this cool climate, Bremerhaven had bloomed into the a thriving, 

bustling aeroport.   It was most evident from where I sat. 

Twenty stories high, oOn the top-most dock of one of Bremerhaven'’s famous red docking 

towers, I had a clear view of the city twenty stories below me.   Airships, and solid Zzeppelins, and 

heavier-than-air craft danced and dodged through the antiquated skyline as though someone were was 

guiding them with invisible strings.   A sleepy river wove its way through the bustling streets, emptying 

into the glistening ocean beyond. 

It was quite pretty., I hated to leave, especially because the place reminded me so much of my 

father'’s residence house back in England.   He lived somewhere near Gillingham with his new wife 

and new family.   I'’d only been there once, on holiday, but it looked something like this. 

I sighed deeply, drinking my tea as I watched the skyline and waited.   Celeste was probably 

giving him trouble again.   Well..., not really Celeste, per se.   One of her mini -AI, I’d so fondly 

dubbed flexies, was probably to blame.   Those little things had a habit of referring to Jel'’Dhen as a 

“jerk-faced meat- bag” and purposefully seizing the systems whenever I left the WindSong in his hands. 
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Celeste, on the other hand, had an unnatural fondness for Jel'’Dhen that bordered on the 

obsessive.   Being an Aartificial Iintelligence of Jel'’Dhen'’s own design, I suppose Celeste just wanted 

to meet her maker in the worst way. 

I put down my tea cup down with a slight clink and attempted to flag down the waiter.   He 

spotted me, but seemed rather busy.   I gestured that I didn'’t mind waiting and turned back to the tea 

cup. 

It seemed waiting was just about all I did these days. 

A pair of soft work gloves sat on the table, eying me.   They, too, waited patiently, though I'’m 

afraid that they looked all too upset just sitting there.   Poor things.   I looked at my hands.   They 

weren'’t exactly cold, not really, but I didn'’t exactly love showing off the star-burststarburst scar on my 

right palm either.   I put on the gloves. 

During the processAs I did so, I took note of the hash -marks on my right forearm.   My lip 

quivered slightly and I covered that up as well, with a tug of my sleeve.   Satisfied that all tracesd of 

that memory were successfully hidden, I finished my tea—...and waited. 

It didn'’t bother me, the waiting.   I'’d been doing it for the majority of the trip—: waiting for the 

hotel room, waiting for service at the tables, and waiting for the response from our potential contract... 

On second thought, I hated waiting, and I hated all of Bremerhaven for it.   I unbraided and 

Comment [J18]: Why use the abbreviation (AI) 
when describing the flexies but write out the words 

(artificial intelligence) here? If you’re going to 

define the acronym, do it when it first appears (so, 

the sentence would read, “One of her mini AI 

(artificial intelligence), I’d . . .). Also, this has the 

same problem as the first mention of AI. Celeste 
would be an artificial intelligence something, such as 

cyborg, or something like that. 
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rebraided braided my long auburn hair in frustration. 

And now, I was waiting on Jel'’Dhen.   Wasn'’t it enough that he had to take the adventure out of 

this beautiful city by not coming with me?   That he, instead, went on an excursion to Italy without me?   

Did he really have to take so long picking me up, as well too? 

It was, nNaturally, at the same moment of these thoughts entering were running through my 

head, that a vast canvas envelope rose up beside my table.   The wall of ropes and nets and canvas 

continued to ascend until the top deck of my beautiful dueldual-hulled ship sat level with the dock. 

Our ship, I reminded myself. It'’s our ship. 

Again, I called over the waiter.   He responded with a smile and a wave and finally came to my 

table.   He was a lean boy, no more than sixteen years old, and was obviously very flustered.   I asked 

him for my check in halted German.   He obliged, and I handed him the sum plus a hefty tip. 

He needs it, I convinced myself.   He'’s probably working through school.   The ploy didn'’t 

work,.   I still knew that I shouldn'’t have paid him that so much for so thoroughly ignoring me. 

Then I saw him—, my Jel'’Dhen in all his flyboy swagger.   He stood at just over two meters, 

and was built like a Greek hero.   And yet, he didn'’t quite look the part of a Greek hero.   His hair 

stuck out in all directions around a set of gogglesd he had fused with a set of wrap-around headphones.   

He'’d invented them back at the Aacademy, and they'’d become quite the fashion among our friends, 

Comment [J28]: Rebraided is actually not a real 

word. The word braided conveys the intended image, 

and it is an actual word. 
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but he always kept his originals on him.   His good luck charm, he called them. 

He wore his usual white shirt— – sleeves rolled up— – under his black and teal work -vest.   

Large, clunky boots, and cargo pants covered his lower extremities.; aA bracer I'’d made him, 

customized with a storage pouch for his knife, completed the ensemble. 

I couldn'’t help but smile when I saw him. 

“Krys!” Hhe shouted. 

I grabbed my bag and waved.   “We'’ve got the contract!” 

“What?” 

It was no use having a conversation at this distance.   I ran at to him, eager to give my big, crazy 

co-captain a hug.   He scooped mey up as I reached him, spinning me in a broad circle. 

“How is my Marvelous Miss Milse?”   Hhe asked once we stopped spinning, though he 

somehow refuseding to put me down.   The nickname made me chuckle.   Gabrielle had comecame up 

with it our first year, and Jel picked it up shortly thereafter, using whatever excuse he could come up 

with to call me by it.   It had gotten old after a while, but hearing it now simply warmed me up inside. 

“I missed you, Jellybean.   What took you so long?” 

He shrugged, still holding me.   “You know.... fFlexi problems.” 

“I see.”   I pretended to mole mull over the thought for a second.   “I'’ll have to do something 
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about that.”   I patted him on the arms, assuring him that it was perfectly safe to put me down.   I 

wasn'’t going anywhere, after all.   “We got the contract.”   My feet touched solid ground again. 

“Oh, aAwesome!   What'’s it for this time? Smuggling? Escort services?   Babysitting?   

Transferring small animals?   Please, don'’t let it be beagles again.” 

I shot him an amused expression. 

“Oh no.... iIt is, isn'’t it?   We'’re delivering beagles again, aren'’t we?   Krys, I told you-—” 

“It'’s not beagles.” 

He blinked in perplexed amusement.   “Well...?” 

“Privateering and repossession.   But,—” I held up my finger to cut off his next comment., 

“Yyou'’re not going to like it.”   I began to make my way to the WindSong.   Jel'’Dhen followed. 

“What do you mean, '‘Yyou'’re not going to like it'’?   How often do I get to be a real -life pirate 

captain?” 

“Co-captain,” I corrected. “And it'’s not pirating, it'’s privateering and repossession.”   I paused.   

“And you get to be a pirate captain—I mean, ...er...co-captain —all the time!” 

He ignored that last bit.   “What'’s the difference?” 

“There'’s a big difference, you ninny.”   I smirked as we ascended the docking stairs. 

“Oh, really?   And what difference might that be?”   I could just hear him put one hand on his 
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hip in that typical Jel'’Dhen defense stance. 

“What we do is legal.”    

He stopped me as we crossed the deck by grabbing my elbow.   He gave me his, “cCome -on- 

Wwe- dDon'’t- dDo -aAnything- lLegal- aAround- hHere” face and I shrugged.   We then continued to 

walkwalking across the deck, heading, more or less, in the direction of the helm. 

I turned, walking backwards as I addressed him.   “Would you mind untying us?   I want to get 

out of here yesterday.” 

He just smiled and I knew he'’d do it.   With a wink and a sharp solute, I took the stairs down to 

the next level.   I never really pair paid attention to this level, —it mostly consisted of storage rooms 

and an open-air walkway.   The only thing really toof note was the captain'’s quarters.   Jel slept there. 

I moved over to a ladder and proceeded to descend three more levels to the living area.   No, I 

didn't mean living as in the ship is alive.   Living quarters for crew and passengers were on this level, as 

well as bathrooms, laundry machines, and a wreck room in the stern -side room.   My room waited in 

the far port- side corner, and going there would have been delightful ...if I didn'’t have to maneuver us 

away from the docks.   I sighed heavily at the thought of sleeping in my own bed that night.   Oh, how I 

missed it. 

I walked calmly to the next flight of stairs, watching the WindSong'’s underbelly with a static 
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sort of nostalgia.   Above me sat our plane, caught up in the docking nets and suspended from the series 

of beams that ran the length of the open-air center of our dueldual-hulled ship.   At eye level, another 

array of length-wise beams spread themselves out in pairs of two across the entire width of the loading 

area.   Under each pair of beams rested an old-fashioned rope bridge.   These bridges were criss-crossed 

with additional bridges, making a grid with gaps wide enough to fit a small plane through.   The gaps in 

the back of the loading area were larger, big enough to fit a small cargo flier.    

Where the bridges crossed hung platforms, suspended from the beams above by thick cables.   I 

so enjoyed sitting on those platforms, my legs swinging over the edge, with nothing below me but open 

air.   This, more than any place I'’d lived, was my home.   I'’d never really had one before.   My smell 

scent even hung in the air: a kind of cotton smell blended with lilac. 

I'’d lived on airships before, of course.   The WindSong certainly wasn'’t my first trip around the 

block, simply my favorite.   I was raised on one by the name of the Teal Morning from the time I was 

six until my dad shipped me off to the Fflight Aacademy.   Before that, I lived in Northampton, 

Massachusetts, with my parents.... bBut my mum died., I don'’t remember what of..., but she was very 

sick in all my memories, so it must have been something long- term... 

My memories of the Teal Morning mostly consisted of studies and metal and skies.    Our 

captain somehow found the time to go through basic schooling with me.   It may have been that she and 

Comment [J56]: What do you mean by “static 

nostalgia”? Either explain this or use a different 

word to describe what you are trying to say here. 

Comment [J57]: Why use rope bridges, 

especially if they’re old-fashioned? They don’t seem 
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visualize what the inside of this ship looks like rather 
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I were the only females on the ship...or it may have been that my dad married her.    

Captain Kayl Torrent was, and still is, the closest thing I have to a mother.   She taught me how 

to pilot and how to track stars for mapping, and she took me out for my first run with a wing -glider.   

When it came time for me to go to the Aacademy, she wrote me a letter of recommendation despite her 

the fact that she’d divorced of my dad.   If it wasn'’t for that recommendation, I would have never have 

met Jel'’Dhen.; I wouldn'’t be here. 

Setting foot on the walkway at the foot of the stairs, I breathed deep and long, enjoying the scent 

of fresh laundry and clean air, the smell of Jel'’Dhen., as tThe slightest traces of it still lingered here. 

So good to be back. 

Without really giving much thought as to exactly how far down it was from the loading area, I 

crossed the grid of wood bridges and ropes until I found myself facing a my door.   It was the only door 

in the middle of a fairly large wall –— the only door on that level, that is.   There were Oother doors 

were on higher levels, but there was were no slim to no access to them from here.  The door before me, 

however, was quite accessible. 

I studied it.   Due to its lack of well-oiled cogs and its abnormal weight, the door was usually 

left open most of the time.   This was a rare opportunity.    

Double wide, the thing door slid into the wall from left to right, or at least it was supposed to.   

Comment [J65]: This is kind of a strange thing 

to say. Readers will all think “of course it’s because 

her dad married the captain,” and this discredits Krys 

since it’s such an obvious thing to realize. It would 
be better to say instead, “She and I were the only 

females on the ship—and my dad married her.”  

Comment [J66]: What is a wing glider? A short 
explanation  
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sounds a little too much like legal speak. If that’s 

what you were going for, leave it in, but I’ve 
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it because of how high up the walkway is? 
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A set of inlaid handles were set on the right side.   Around these handles, set into the wood, I sawwas 

plating similar toshaped like that of a cog, but with no purpose whatsoever.   Similar plating covered 

the majority of the door, making it a beautiful thing.   A thought crossed my mind: Why don'’t we just 

properly care for this thing?   It'’s beautiful. But, as per usual, I dismissed it with, the thought, 

Jel'’Dhen likes it this way.   And that was that. 

Letting out another heavy sigh, this one more annoyed than the last, I gripped the handles and 

pulledbegan to pull.   The thing door didn'’t move. 

“Push it is!” 

I pushed,.   but it was pointless.No avail, the thingIt didn'’t move in the slightest. 

“So stupid,!” I muttered.   “Turn the bloody crank, Krylsorta!” 

In obedience to my own command, I moved to the large crank on the right side of the door and 

began cranking.   It took a while, but eventually the crank moved a whole inch.   As I Ccontinueding to 

pushstruggle with it, the crank became easierloosened, making it easier to move.   Still, the gears of the 

door protested, squealing as they movedturned. 

“Jel'’Dhen,” I groaned as I cranked. “Why in God'’s blue sky did you close this blasted door?”   

He would hear about this ...later!   The door came to a halt with a deafening clunk. 

“Finally!” 

Comment [J75]: What do you mean by “inlaid”? 
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out of wood when most of the airship is made of 

metal? And wouldn’t the door not be so heavy if it’s 
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captain. 
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I dodged inside, eager to be off. 

In front of me and a little to my left was my sling,. Sshaped like a broken eggshell with armrests.   

It came to about my waist and stood on a single leg, bolted to the floor.   Worn leather covered its 

surface, giving it a very rustic feel.   Cushions of varying various sizes and colors arranged 

themselveswere arranged in the sling'’s basket. 

Two feet in front ofNear the sling sat a control console.   When inert, as it was at the moment, 

the console looked like a regular desk.  Regular, that is, in every respect except   for the its curved 

shape of it,; the legs, which looked like those of a mechanical walker;, and the cogs laid under its glass 

surface. 

To my right stood a large, clear screen, that looking looked distinctly like a chalk board, but 

without the chalk or the board.   The thingIt was covered in a layer of dust.   Come to think of it, 

everything seemed to bewas covered in a thin layer of dust,.   Eeven the small, semi-circular terrace on 

which it all sat showed the evidence of neglect. 

Curious, I walked to the stairs in the center of the terrace.   The stairsThey lead down to a 

circular observatory disk suspended in the center of a glass orb.   I fancied that the disk was held aloft 

up by some supernatural means, but I knew full well that a lattice work of titanium held the thingit 

aloftup.   Still, it just made sounded cooler to tell people thatit was supported by supernatural means 
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supported it. 

The glass was, most likely, just  actually Pplexiglass, which was stronger and lighter by far than 

the amount of glass needed to do the same job.   A spherical titanium frame held the plexiglass in place, 

and , upon further inspection, I found that dust had developed collected even there.   That shouldn'’t 

have happened.   This portion of the ship came equipped with specifically bred insects that fed off of 

dust and grime, much similar to in the same way as sucker-fishalgae eaters in a fish tank.   It saved a lot 

of time and money in the long run.   Whatever had happened, I was at a total loss. 

Had Jel'’Dhen locked the door when he left?   Had he flown from the helm this whole time?   It 

made sense, given the flexies'’ dislike disgust of toward him.   Even so, navigation from the helm took 

low-tech knowledge that Jel'’Dhen distinctly disliked.   That, and the helm was located at the stern of 

the ship, above the captain'’s observatory and under the Adelaide drive, making the view significantly 

limited compared to that of the observatory.   Granted, he had a hammock up there and slept there on 

warmer nights..., and Celeste would always help if he asked, but that simply did not provide 

enoughthose were not excuses enough for him to wall off the bridge. 

“Krys?” 

It took me a moment to remember figure out the source of the voice'’s origin.   In front of my 

console stood a series of tubes, about six in all.   A flap covered the mouth of each tube, labeling where 
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they led to.   The one labeled helm was swung open.   and Aa voice came out again.   It sounded a little 

tinny, but it was definitely Jel'’Dhen's. 

“Krys, what'’s taking you so long?” 

I growled, set down my bag, and took a seat, activating my console.   It flickered to life, 

emitting a series of pastel lights. 

“You locked the bridge, you ninny!.”   I shouted into the appropriate tube. 

He paused before answering,.   “Well, I was kind of hoping you'’d launch her from up here.”   

His voice, despite the tinniness, sounded bright, even hopeful.   And yet, it was tinged with hesitance.   

I couldn'’t help but wonder why. 

“Sure,” I answered.   “The computer'’s going to take a while to boot up anyway.” 

With a heavy sigh, I returned to the WindSong'’s top deck.   Jel'’Dhen was waiting for me.   I 

gave him a puzzled look, walking up to the helm where he sat patiently in his hammock. 

“Why did you lock the bridge?” I asked. 

He shrugged and began sliding his wayslide out to the edge of his hammock.   “Well, I had 

a...—a friend aboard in Italy.   I didn'’t want them getting into your stuff.” 

The puzzled expression on my face washed away, replaced by one of interest.   “Oh! Anyone 

I'’d know?” 
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“Uh...”   He scratched his head and stood.   “No, I don'’t think you'’d know ...her.” 

“What?   You let a girl aboard without me?   Jel, I thought we’d agreed-—” 

“Yeah, I'’m sorry.”   He began speaking quickly.   “So?,   Wwhere'’s our heading?   You 

mentioned something about me not liking it.”   Classic Jel'’Dhen defense technique number one: 

change the subject and hope she doesn'’t notice.   I let it slide, but he'’d be hearing about it later. 

With a heavy sigh, I withdrew a folded transparency from the hip pouch of on my belt.   I 

handed it to him, and he unfolded it, snapping it rigid.   I was suddenly reminded of why I referred to 

the mini -AI as flexies:   I usually stored them on one of those flexible transparencies.   The 

transparency in Jel'’s hand remained blank, however, and he held out his hand to me expectantly. 

As though suddenly remembering something, I removed a small clip from my hair and handed it 

to him.   It didn'’t seem like much;: no bigger than a ply-woodplywood nail, the clip didn'’t even really 

hold my hair in place.   But, when Jel'’Dhen snapped the clipit onto the transparency, it flickered to life, 

filling it with solid color. 

Jel'’Dhen now held what looked like a piece of parchment.   He read over the words scrolling 

across the page with mild interest. 

“Well, it looks like I need to clean out one of the stalls in the brig... or just put a lock on one of 

the quarters.   Probably the latterlast one.   Oh! , Aand clear out those smuggler'’s holds.?   Joy.”   He 
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didn'’t sound the least bit enthused.   I doubted his reaction would get any better as he read on. 

It didn'’t. 

“Uh-—uh.   No, Krys.   I am not going back there again.” 

I nodded. 

“No, I'’m not.   Not while he still lurks in those skies.   You can'’t make me.”   He sounded 

rather final. 

“Yes, we are,” I insisted.   “If you want to get paid we are.   Besides, I bet she'’s just dying to 

see you again.”   I regretted saying it. 

“Yeah.,” hHe blinked and rolled his eyes.   I didn'’t understand his gesturewhy he did this., nNot 

at the time, anyway.   “Yeah, I'’m sure she is.” 

Inhaling deeply, I approached the helm, still quite eager to be underway.   Its polished wood 

surface slid easily between my palms.   One hand went to the controls on either side of the helm, 

activating the engine and stirring starting up the Adelaide drive. 

The engine behind me popped and sizzled, growing warm as water from the boilers flooded the 

system.   The turbines began to spin and we moved away from Bremerhaven'’s red towers.   The wind 

of ourcaused by the movement caught blew against my face, coolinged my cheeks. 

We gained speed as we left the city, and I snapped on my goggles  – whichthat, up till to that 
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point, had hung around my neck like some sort of misshapen necklace.   Jel'’Dhen did the same. 

From the upper console, I double checked a few calculations, then aimed our prow south-south-

east, toward Sky-d Dese: the Sky Hell. 
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